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'There Just Aren't Enough Hours in the Day':
The Mental Health Consequences of Time Pressure
SUSAN ROXBURGH
Kent State University

Journalof HealthandSocialBehavior,2004,Vol45 (June):115-131
In this paper I examine the association between subjective time pressure and
depression and consider whether time pressure mediates the relationship
between roles and depression, whether social and economic resources moderate the association between time pressure and depression, and whether time
pressure explains gender differences in depression. Results of a telephone survey of 790 respondents indicate that time pressure is significantly associated
with distress for men and women, and that subjective time pressure accounts for
the significantly higher depression of employed women. Timepressure mediates
the impact of housework and the volunteer role among women and it partially
explains the differential depression of divorced men. Several resources moderate the impact of time pressure on depression: income among both men and
women and perceived co-worker social support among men. Results suggest
that the subjective experience of time pressure can be thought of as a potentially important mechanism by which lived experience is transformed into depression. However, in spite of the ubiquity of time pressure in the North American
context, the depressing consequences of this subjective experience are not distributed equitably, suggesting that the capacity to manage time pressure and
avoid depression may be another benefit associated with strategically advantageous social locations.
The frantic pace of life in industrialized
societies is an old theme in American culture
and dates back to the advent of industrialization (Veblen 1899). In the 20th century,busyness and overloaded schedules have become
American cultural ideals that symbolize economic and social success (Hoschschild 1989,
1997; Daly 1996). Social commentatorshave
argued that capitalism, with its emphasis on
the relentless pursuit of consumer goods, is
responsiblefor the pervasivesense of busyness
thatseems to characterizeNorthAmericanculture (Schor 1998). Public concern about the
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impact of time pressure is reflected in the
abundanceof media coverage-four cover stories in Time and Newsweek in the last seven
years-that implicates time pressure and time
shortageas responsiblefor a perceived decline
in the quality of American life, particularly
family life (Gleick 1999). In line with these
culturalindicators,empiricaldata indicatethat
the perception of time pressure has recently
increasedin the generalpopulation.Americans
feel that they have less time thanthey have had
in the past and are more likely to say that they
feel rushed often (Harris 1987; Godbey and
Graefe 1993). Robinson and Godbey (1997)
report a gradual increase over the last thirty
years in the percentageof adults who "always
feel rushed"from 4 percent in 1965 to a peak
of 38 percent in 1992.1
Although there is little doubt that the subjective experience of time pressureis a significant culturalphenomenon,very little research
has focused on how this subjective experience
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may influence depression. Previous research
provides a reasonablebasis for drawinga link
between time pressure and depression, since
there is evidence that the perpetually rushed
have lower life satisfactionand poorer subjective physical health (Robinson and Godbey
1997; Shields 1999). The purpose of the present analysis is to address the absence of
research on depression and time pressure. In
addition to being a culturally important and
pervasive social experience that seems to be
significantly related to structurallocation-in
particular, class and gender-time pressure
also captures a phenomenological dimension
of the experience of stress. Time pressuremay
be an important experiential component of
stress in everyday life and may be a significant, and at this point, neglected stressorin the
study of the stress-distressrelationship.
TIME PRESSUREAS A MEDIATORIN
THE STRESS PROCESSMODEL
Traditionally,researchersin the sociology of
stresshave focused on three forms of stressors:
life events (e.g., death of a child), chronic
strains(e.g., maritalproblems), and daily hassles (e.g., trafficjams). Withinthe category of
chronic strains,the influence of the subjective
experience of time on well-being is a neglected area of study. This paper has two primary
goals. The first is to develop a model of the
relationshipbetween time pressureand depression that describes a means by which position
in the social structure-class and gender,in the
case of this analysis-creates variationin the
micro-level organizationof daily life which in
turninfluences depression.A second goal is to
make a case for a considerationof time pressure as an important social stressor. This
approachis innovativebecause there has been
limited attentionto developing an understanding of the causal pathwaysbetween a stressor
and well-being. Time pressure may be one of
the causal pathways that link a stressor and
well-being because the subjective experience
of the flow of time is an importantdimension
of the experience of daily life. Thus, the daily
experience of being rushed may capture an
importantphenomenologicaldimension of the
experienceof stress (Hinkle 1973). Supportfor
this contentionis providedby preliminaryevidence that the subjective experience of time
pressure is associated with compromised

health outcomes. Respondents who often or
always feel rushed feel more stressed,"burntout," and are more likely to rate themselves
lower on subjective measures of well-being
such as life satisfaction and happiness than
respondentswho do not report feeling rushed
(Robinson and Godbey 1998; Shields 1999).
Thus, a first step in this analysis is to test the
hypothesisthat subjectivetime pressureis positively associated with depression.
In developing a model of the relationship
between time pressureand depression,I begin
with the observation that the primary social
roles of worker,partner,and parentcontribute
to well-being. The married,for instance, tend
to be in bettermental and physical health than
the non-married (Gove, Hughes, and Style
1983). The employed are in better health than
the unemployed(Turner1996). Results regarding parenthood are equivocal; with studies
either finding insignificant or inconsistent
effects (McLanahan and Adams 1987;
Arendell 2000). Overall, there is considerable
variationin well-being within role occupants;
the qualityof roles also mattersfor well-being.
The employedmay be in betterhealth than the
unemployed,but employmentcan be detrimental to health if the work is excessively routine
or high in job demands (Karasekand Theorell
1990; Roxburgh 1996). Thus, the quality of
experience within a particularrole mattersfor
well-being. Beyond the benefits of specific
roles, the number of roles also matters, with
multiple role occupantstending to be in better
health relative to those with few roles (Thoits
1983, 1986). Thus, I begin an examinationof
the relationship between time pressure and
depression by measuring the roles people
occupy. The roles measured are worker,partner, parent,homemaker,and volunteer.
While the role that an individual occupies
affects well-being, the quality of experience
within roles may be even more important.
Roles provideopportunitiesfor developingand
accessing resources, such as social supportor
income, while at the same time exposing individuals to stressorsthey would not have experienced had they not occupied the role. One
significant stressor, which overlaps with the
concept of time pressure is subjective role
overload (Goode 1960; Sieber 1974;
Vanfossen 1981; Barnett and Baruch 1985;
Voydanoff and Donnelly 1999). Research on
the impact of subjective role overload on
depression is mixed, because role overload is
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not always found to be negatively associated
with well-being (Coverman 1989; Moen and
Yu 2000). Subjective time pressure may be a
better measure of role overload because time
pressure may be the mechanism that converts
the everyday,routineperformanceof roles into
distress. In the absence of life events, chronic
strains,or daily hassles, role performancemay
cause distress because of the time pressure
consequences of occupying roles. Thus, subjective time pressuremay mediatethe relationship between role occupancy and depression,
generatingthe hypothesis that subjective time
pressuremediates the impact of roles on wellbeing.
THE SOCIALDISTRIBUTIONOF
SUBJECTIVETIME PRESSURE
Only relatively recently has the academic
community begun to weigh in on the issue of
time pressure,sparkinga debate as to whether
increasing subjective time pressure is a result
of objective declines in hours of leisure and
increases in hours of paid labor. Juliet Schor
(Schor 1991; Leete-Guy and Schor 1994)
argues that Americans are working longer
hours and have fewer hours to spend in leisure
activities. The time diary work of Robinson
and Godbey (1997) contradictsthis assertion.
They find that Americans are working fewer
hours of paid labor and have more hours of
time to spend in leisure activities. Juster and
Stafford (1985) report similar results. Using
the time-diarymethod,they find that free time
has increased since 1965. Jacobs and Gerson
(1998) arguethat these discrepantfindings are
the result of the development of a two-tiered
labormarketcharacterizedby poorlypaid parttime jobs at one end of the spectrumand wellpaid professionaljobs that demand a commitment of more than forty hours a week at the
otherend of the spectrum.They show thatprofessionals in well-paidjobs work longer hours
and want to reduce their work hours, while
respondents at the lower income end work
shorterhours and want to work longer hours.
Jacobs and Gerson argue that previous analyses have produced contradictory findings
because these two trends have tended, in the
aggregate,to cancel each other out.
Jacob and Gerson's argument implies that
time pressure is more common among the
well-paid, and indeed, this subjective experi-
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ence is more likely among professional and
affluent workers. Full-time workers, not surprisingly, are considerably more likely to
reporthigh time pressure (Jacobs and Gerson
1998), and Robinson and Godbey (1997)
report that "time crunch" is more common
among the well-educated and the affluent. In
an earlier paper utilizing the same data set
(Roxburgh2002), I find that highly time pressured individuals are more likely to work
longer hours and have higher incomes. Thus,
researchsuggests that time pressureis distributed differentiallyacross classes. Under these
circumstancesit becomes a questionof considerableinterestas to whetherdepressionis associated with time pressure across classes. The
affluent enjoy both the economic resources
that come with socioeconomic status and the
social resources, social support, for example,
that are differentiallydistributedacross class
(Turnerand Marino 1994). Given the greater
resources of the affluent, the association of
depressionand time pressuremay be weakerin
individuals of higher socioeconomic statuses,
in spite of their greater likelihood of experiencing time pressure.Being well-off may provide the possibility of fulfilling the social ideal
of busyness without the depressing consequences of time pressure. In contrast, lowincome individuals may be more likely to
experience depression under high time pressure because of the shortage of resources to
manage role demands.To addressthe question
of the differentialinfluence of subjectivetime
pressure on depression, the hypothesis that
economic and social resources will moderate
the impact of time pressureon depressionwill
be evaluatedin this analysis.
Two types of moderating resources are
examined in this analysis. Human capital
resources (e.g., education and income) are
important predictors of time pressure and
may be resources that moderatethe impact of
time pressure on depression. For example,
educationmay provide the skills to coordinate
multiple demands thus reducing the negative
influence of time pressure on depression.
Income may provide access to resources such
as household help that may assist in reducing
the stressful consequences of time pressure.A
second resource, social support,is also examined because of the preponderance of evidence that perceived social support is an
importantresource for managingthe demands
inherent in roles (Cobb 1976; Roxburgh
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in conjunction with the frequent finding that
women tend to be more depressed than men
(Rosenfield 1999), time pressure may play a
significant role in accounting for depression
among women. While gender differences are
undoubtedlyproducedthroughmultiple causal
pathways, research to date does suggest that
one significant causal mechanism is differences in the quality of men's and women's
GENDER DIFFERENCESIN DEPRESSION experience of social roles (Mirowsky 1996;
AND TIME PRESSURE
Roxburgh 1996; Simon 1997). Thus, time
pressureand the extent to which time pressure
The literature on the distribution of time explain variation in depression among men
pressure also suggests that time pressure is and women may be importantin understanding
more common among women (Godbey and gender differences in well-being, suggesting
Graefe 1993). Robinson and Godbey (1998) the following hypothesis:Time pressuremedireportthat "time crunch"is particularlycom- ates the relationship between gender and
mon among divorced women and among depression.Figure 1 summarizesthe model to
women in the paid labor force. Michelson be examined.
(1990) found thatmothersworkingfull-time in
the labor force reported more time pressure
than mothers working part-timewho, in turn, DATAAND METHODS
reported more time pressure than mothers
without any paid labor. In an earlier paper Sample
(Roxburgh2002), I find a gender differencein
the distributionof time pressureacross educaData were gathered in 1999. The sampling
tional levels among full-timeworkers.Affluent frame consists of individuals in the thirteen
well-educatedmen were substantiallyless time counties of northeast Ohio. The sampling
pressuredthan well-educatedwomen workers, framewas generatedby Survey Sampling Inc,
while among full-time workerswith averageor who provideda randomlygeneratedlist of telebelow average education, men and women phone numbers.Telephoneinterviewerscalled
were highly and equally time pressured.Taken prospective respondents during the evenings
1997, 1999; Turner 1981; Turnerand Turner
1999). To summarize,I evaluate the moderating impact of two types of resources; (1)
human capital resources (education and
income), and (2) social support resources
(perceived partner support and perceived
support from co-workers).

FIGURE1. ConceptualModelof the RelationshipbetweenTimePressureand Depression
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eight items from the CES-D (Radloff 1977).
The items ask how often in the previoustwelve
months respondents felt: (1) "you could not
shake off the blues,"(2) "you had troublekeeping your mind on what your were doing," (3)
"everythingyou did was an effort,"(4) "lonely,"(5) "sad,"(6) "happy,"(7) "sleptrestlessly,"
(8) "you could not get going." The scale has
good reliability (alpha = .824; Cronbach
1951).
Time pressure. Because previous research
on time pressureand time urgencyhas focused
on time pressureas a individualcharacteristic
or preference ("Type A" behavior pattern;
Caplan and Jones 1975; Smith and Sterndorff
1992), or as a result of a specific role (respite
care; Cox 1997, job condition; Landy,
Rastegary and Colvin 1991; Schriber and
Gutek 1987), it was necessary to construct a
scale to measurethis subjectiveexperience. In
an exploratorystudy of the experienceof time,
Dapkus (1985) identified three major categories that describe the experience of time,
change and continuity (the experience of time
across the life cycle), limits and choices (the
sense that social action involves choosing
between one task or another), the pacing of
time, or "tempo."Because of my interest in
capturingthe subjectivelystressfuldimensions
of the phenomenologyof time, I chose to focus
on developing items that involved Dapkus's
tempo category. The original 14-item Time
Pressure Scale drew on Dapkus's exploratory
analysis and also adapteditems from a number
of additionalsources in which items focusing
on the tempo of time were used (Landy et al.
1991; Ritter et al. 1995; Robinson 1990;
Schriberand Gutek 1987; Wheaton 1985). Pretesting of the scale providedthe opportunityto
trim the scale to 11 items. After data collection, factor analysis revealed that two items
having to do with time awareness that were
included in the original 11-item scale did not
factorwith the othernine items: "Youare often
aware of the passage of time," "You always
know what time it is." Accordingly,these two
items were left out of the final scale used in the
analyses presentedhere. This finding suggests
that the awareness of time, which some have
Measures
argued is an element of the subjective experience of time urgency (Conte, Landy, and
Variables,range of possible responses and Mathieu 1995), differs conceptually from the
measurement properties of all measures are subjective experience of time pressure and
summarizedin Table 1.
time constraints.
The nine item scale used in the analysespreDepression. Depression is measured using

and on the weekends. Unanswered working
numbers were called back at least ten times
before they were dropped. Non-household
numbers (businesses, institutions, etc.) were
excluded. Criteriafor inclusion in the survey
were (1) being over eighteen years of age and
(2) being employed in the paid labor force.
Within each household, the person who met
the inclusion criteria and who had the most
recent birthdayin the household was selected
as a respondent. The "birthdaymethod" has
been shown to be an appropriaterandomization technique (O'Rourke and Blair 1983;
Lavrakas1998) and an efficient way to select
respondentswithin a household.
Of the selected respondents, 90 percent
completed interviews, yielding a total of 927
respondents(545 females and 382 males). For
the analysispresentedhere, a sub-sampleof all
respondentsemployed thirty or more hours a
week was drawn, yielding a sample for this
analysis of 442 females and 349 males, ranging in age from 18 to 70. The samplingmethod
producesa sample with characteristicsbroadly
representativeof the northeast Ohio region.
Males are 47.8 percent of the population and
make up 41 percentof this sample, a comparatively good representationof males in light of
the tendencyof men to be under-representedin
telephone surveys. The sample slightly underrepresentslow income respondents.In addition
to the fact thatthis is a common featureof telephone surveys (Lavrakas 1998), the underrepresentationof the poorest in this particular
survey is a result of the tendency of telephone
surveys to exclude the poorest and because of
the selection criteria used here that excluded
non-employed subjects from the sample. The
sample under-representsthose with some college or less and over-representsthe proportion
of the population of northeast Ohio with an
associate's degree or higher. The over-representationof educatedrespondentsis consistent
with studies of the correlatesof telephone survey non-responsethat find thatthere is a higher non-responserate among those with educational attainment(Lucas and Adams 1977).
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sented here consists of items such as "You
never seem to have enough time to get everything done," "You feel pressed for time" (see
the appendix for a full list of items). Subjects
were asked to respondto each questionusing a
12 monthtime frame.This was used in orderto
control for any influence of season since the
data were collected from early spring to late
summerand sense of time pressuresmay differ
across these seasons. The scale has good internal reliability with a Cronbach's(1951) alpha
of .892
Roles. The roles considered in this analysis
include worker,spouse/partner,parent,homemaker, and volunteer. Married individuals
include respondents living with a romantic
partner.Because of their small number,widows were excluded from the analysis.All roles
are measured dichotomously,with the exception of the roles of workerand volunteer.The
workerrole is measuredcontinuouslyas average hours of employment per week. Paid
employmentof thirty hours a week or more is
a baseline characteristicof the sample, as it
makes little sense to comparethe depressionof
the employed with the unemployed because
employment is unequivocally better for wellbeing thanbeing unemployed(Turner1996) or
working exclusively at home (Aneshensel,
Frerichs,and Clark 1981). Furthermore,below
thirty hours of paid labor it becomes difficult
to compare men and women, both because
there are comparativelyfew men relative to
women and because they differ in a numberof
other important ways.2 Parenthood is a
dichotomous measure of whether or not the
respondenthas childrenliving at home at least
two days a week. While this excludes older
parents and divorced men without custody of
their children, measuring the parenting role
this way capturesthe role responsibilitiesassociated with children,which appearsto account
for the distressing effect of being a parent
(Arendell 2000). The role of unpaid volunteer
is a measureof the numberof once monthly or
more involvementsin the following categories:
job-related associations, sports groups/
leagues, church-relatedgroups and organizations, service clubs or civic and political organizations, and school-related groups (e.g.,
PTA,parentassistants).The measureof volunteerism thus ranges from 0 to 5.
Role resources. Role resources include
education, income, and social support.Transformationsto income involved assigning mid-

point values of each category except the highest value (e.g., 3 = $20,000-$25,000 is recoded to $22,500). For tests of income as a moderator,dummy coded categories were created,
dividingthe sample into low income (less than
$30,000), averageincome (more than $30,000
and less than $82,000), and high income (more
than $82,000). Partnersocial support is a six
item scale (Turner 1992) that measures perceived social support. Subjects who indicated
that they were either marriedor involved in a
cohabiting relationship responded to these
items. All other respondentswere coded 0 for
partner social support. This is an effective
means of comparing the uncoupled with
respondents who are married/partnered
because no respondent's perceived partner
social supportis as low as zero. The scale has
good internal consistency with a Cronbach's
alpha of .82. Co-worker social support is a
three-item scale developed by Turner(1992).
The scale has very good internal consistency
with a Cronbach'salpha of .90
Controls.All analyses reportedhere include
controlsfor age and generalhealth.Age is controlled in the analysis to avoid confounding
time pressures with well-established changes
in the perceptionof time across the life cycle
(Fraisse 1964). Health is measuredas a single
item that asked respondentsto evaluate their
general health. Health is controlled in the
analysis to avoid confounding low time pressures with individuals in poor health whose
low activity levels may be the primarycause of
their low time pressure.
RESULTS
Descriptive Results
Table 1 reveals that in this sample there is a
moderateand significant difference in depression, with women somewhat more depressed
thanmen. In addition,women are substantially
more time pressuredthan men. As would be
expected given the stratifiednatureof the labor
market,men reporthigher household incomes
than women. Women and men have similar
levels of education,but men have longer hours
of paid labor.As is typical (Shelton and John
1996), more women than men reportthat they
do 10 hours of housework or more, fulfilling
the houseworkerrole in additionto theirrole of
paid laborer.Thereareno genderdifferencesin
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TABLE 1. Variables in the Analysis

Mean(S.D.)
Women
VariableDescription
8-items; range = 8-32; alpha = .824.
Depression
Time Pressure 9-items; range = 9-36.
18 and over;range = 18-79.
Age
GeneralHealth In general would you say that your health is ...
(1-5, "poor,"'fair," "good,""verygood,"
"excellent")
Paid Labor
hrs/wk;range = 10-65
MaritalStatus married= 414 (52%), never married=
153 (19%), divorced= 221 (28%)
1 = childrenliving at home.
Parent
1 = 396 (50%), 0 = 395 (50%)
Houseworker
0 = 0-10 hrs/week
1 = 11-30+ hrs/week
Volunteer
range = 0-5
Income
range = $5,000-$125,000/yr
Education
range = 1-8, "8th grade or less" to
"graduatedegree."
Social Support Co-WorkerSupport:3-items; range = 3-12
PartnerSupport:6-items; range = 6-24
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001
Construct

the average amount of volunteer involvement.
Women perceive higher social support from
their co-workerscomparedto men, but there is
no genderdifferencein perceivedsupportfrom
partner.
GenderDifferencesin Depression and Time
Pressure
Table 2 shows the results of regression
analysis to test gender differences in depression and whether time pressure mediates the
gender difference. Model 1 illustrates that,
controllingfor age and general health, women
are significantly more distressedthan men. In
model 2, time pressure is entered into the
model. This shows thattime pressureis significantly associated with distress and that the
gender difference in distress drops to well
below significance when time pressure is
entered in the model. Thus, time pressure
appears to explain the higher depression of
women. To examine this finding further, in
models 3 and 4 of Table2, I test whethertime
pressure mediates the effect of number of
roles.3 Model 3 indicates that, controlling for
the number of roles a respondent reports,
women are significantly more depressed than
men. In order to compare coefficients across
equations, I examine the comparativemagnitude of the relevant partial regression coeffi-

Men

(N = 442)
16.5 (4.7)
27.2 (5.0)
41.4 (10.6)
3.72 (.95)

(N = 349)
15.8 (4.6)*
25.2 (4.5)***
40.0 (12.2)*
3.80 (.98)

43.0 (8.9)

47.3 (10)***

.24 (.43)

.45 (.50)***

.851 (.92)
58,402 (32,136)
4.80 (1.7)

.864 (.94)
49,142 (29,185)***
4.70 (1.7)

9.50 (1.8)
20.9 (3.3)

9.0 (1.6)**
21.1 (3.0)

cients using t-tests.4Controllingfor numberof
roles, the gender difference shown in model 3

is significantlygreaterthanthe genderdiffer-

ence in model 1 (b = .679 and b = .890, t = 2.5,

p < .05). This meansthatwomenaccrueless
benefitfromroleoccupancythanmenbutthat
the burdenof multipleroles does not account
for genderdifferencesin depression,a finding
that is consistentwith the results of other
research(Thoits1986).Model3 examinesthe
mediatingeffect of time pressureon gender
andnumberof roles.It showsthat,controlling
fornumberof roles,timepressurestillexplains
the gender differencein depressionamong
theseemployedmenandwomen.Model3 also
indicatesthattime pressuredoes not account
for the relationshipbetweennumberof roles
and depression (b = -.294 and b = -.361, t=

1.2).Thatis, controllingfortimepressuredoes
not explainwhy respondentswith moreroles
are less depressed when compared with
withfewerroles.Thus,the results
respondents
of thisanalysisrevealthatsubjectivetimepressurereducesthe genderdifferencein depression to non-significance
but thatthe effect of
timepressureon depressionis nottheresultof
role burdens.This is becauseperceivedtime
pressuredoes not mediate the relationship
between number of roles and depression.
These findingsalso show thatthe burdenof
roles does not explain why time pressure
accountsforgenderdifferencesin depression.

TABLE 2. Gender Differences in Depression and Time Pressure
Model 1
b
Age
Health
Femalea
Paid Laborb
Numberof Rolesc
MaritalStatusd
Divorced
Never Married
Parenthoode
Houseworkf
Volunteer
Time Pressure

-.067
-1.20
.679

3
-.160***
-.250***
.073*

Model 2
b
-.060
-1.08
-.037

p
-.145***
-.224***
-.004

.373

.389***

23.0
12.9
Intercept
R2(Adjusted)
.090
.233
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001
a Male = 0.
b Numberof hours work/week.
c Sum of total numberof married,
parent,volunteer,houseworker(0-4).
d
Excluded group is married.
e 1 = One or more children
living at home.
f 1 = Ten hours of houseworkor more.

Model 3
b
-.062
-1.21
.890
.025
-.294

p
-.152***
-.252***
.096**
.053
-.074*

22.3
.103

Model 4
b
-.052
-1.05
.047
-.008
-.361

P
-.127*
-.218*
.005
-.016
-.091*

.377

.392

13.5
.239

THE MENTAL HEALTHCONSEQUENCESOF TIME PRESSURE

While time pressure does not mediate the
total number of roles, it may mediate the
impact of specific roles. There may be considerablevariabilityin the genderednatureof differentroles, which may influence the degree to
which time pressuresand depressionare associated with particularroles. To examine this
possibility, model 5 in Table 2 shows the
results for specific roles regressed on depression, while model 6 shows the mediating
impactof time pressureon roles. Model 5 indicates that,controllingfor particularroles occupied, women are more depressedthan men. As
one would expect, the marriedare significantly less depressed than the never married and
the divorced. Being a parent is not associated
with depression,while respondentswho do 10
or more hours of houseworka week are more
depressed than those who do less than 10
hours. Volunteers are significantly less
depressed than non-volunteers. In model 6,
subjective time pressure is entered in the
model. Thereare virtuallyno mediatingeffects
of time pressureon roles. However,controlling
for specific roles occupied, subjective time
pressure again explains the higher depression
of employed women in comparison to
employed men. An importantpossibility that
arises from the results of this analysis is that
time pressuresmediates the impact of specific
roles on depression differentiallyacross gender.
In order to examine this possibility, in the
next set of analyses I test the mediating influence of time pressure on roles separately for
men and women. As shown in model 1 for
women, only being never married, divorced,
and doing more than 10 hours of weekly
housework is associated with depression
among these employedwomen. Motherhoodis
not associated with depression,5nor are hours
of work or volunteerwork. Results are similar
for men in terms of hours of paid labor6and
the higher depression of the divorced. Unlike
women, never married men are not more
depressed than marriedmen, and among men
volunteersare significantly less depressedthan
non-volunteers. Subjective time pressure is
enteredin model 2. Among women, time pressuredoes not explainthe differentialdistressof
women of different marital statuses because,
controlling for time pressure,marriedwomen
are still less depressedthan never marriedand
divorced women. The observed mediating
effect among women involves the role of
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houseworker. Taking time pressure into
account significantly reduces the influence of
housework on women's depression (b = 1.21
and b = .878, t = 5.35, p < .001). In other
words, at least a portion of the association
between depression and occupying the houseworkerrole is a resultof the time pressureconsequences of this role among employed
women. For the role of volunteer among
women, controllingfor time pressureincreases
the negative association between depression
and volunteering(b = -.338 and b = -.455, t=
2.29, p < .05). Thus, time pressuresuppresses
the beneficial impactof volunteeractivities for
employedwomen. The only mediatingeffect of
time pressure among men is observed for
divorcedmen. Takingaccountof time pressure
reduces the differentialdepressionof divorced
men by about 45 percent (b = 2.79 and b =
1.83, t = 10.8, p <. 001). This suggests that the
elevated depression of divorced men can be
partially accounted for by their higher time
pressure.
As shown in models 2, among both men and
women time pressureis significantly associated with depression, and the models explain
about 25 percent of variationin depression.In
addition, time pressure contributes approximately 13 percent to explained variance in
depression for both women and men. That is,
although time pressure may be said to be a
somewhat stronger mediator of depression
among women-because time pressuremediates the influence of houseworkerand volunteer roles-the magnitude of the coefficients
for time pressure do not significantly differ
for men and women (b = .351 and b = .389, t
= .062). This indicates that while time pressure may be a somewhat more important
mediator of roles for women compared to
men, the significant direct association of time
pressureand depressionis similar for men and
women.
An importantissue in examining mediating
effects is the possibility that effects are overestimatedbecause the dependentvariablecauses
the mediator (Baron and Kenny 1986).
Althoughregressionanalyses of cross-sectional data cannottotally eliminatethis possibility,
I examined the models presented in Table 3
with a control for trait anxiety added
(Spielberger,Gorsuch, and Lushene 1970). I
reasonedthat it would be importantto control
for the possibility that depression and time
pressure were strongly associated because
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TABLE3. Distress,Roles,andTimePressure
Women

Men

Model1
b

Model2

Model2

Model1

P3

b

P

.058

-.004

-.009

.151**
.139**
-.021
.129**
-.069

1.45
1.65
-.502
.878
-.455
.351

.141**
.143**
-.054
.093*
-.092**
.372***

b

P

.023

.051

b

B

-.006

-.012

1.83
.330
.297
.163
-.375
.389

.153**
.033
.033
.015
-.078*
.378***

Roles
Paid Labora
MaritalStatusb
Divorced
Never Married
Parenthoodc
Houseworkd
Volunteer
Time Pressure

.034
1.56
1.59
-.192
1.21
-.338

21.1
Intercept
.109
R2 (Adjusted)
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001
Note: Model controls for age and physical health.
a Numberof hours of work/week.
b Excluded
group is married.
c 1 = One or more children
living at home.
d 1 = Ten hours of houseworka week or more.

12.64
.240

individuals who are particularlyanxious are
more likely to report high time pressure and
experience higher rates of depression. For the
sake of parsimony,these models are not presented (the data are available upon request).
The results of these analyses indicated that
when trait anxiety is controlled time pressure
continues to be significantly associated with
depression.This suggests that even estimating
a relativelyconservativemodel-one that controls for a potentially importantcovariate of
both depression and time pressure-the subjective experience of time pressureis a significant predictorof depressionamong employed
men and women.

2.79
.465
.649
.034
-.401

.234***
.046
.071
.003
-.120*
21.6
.146

12.44
.278

and high time pressure. Respondents with
average or high household income report less
depression with comparable time pressure.
Although high income respondentswith high
time pressureare significantly more depressed
than similarly affluent respondents with low
time pressure, the differences between these
groupsis smallerthanamong respondentswith
differential time pressures and low income.
This suggests that affluence moderates the
impactof time pressureon depression.Testsof
gender differences indicated no significant
gender differences in the relationshipbetween
time pressures and income. Education is only
weakly related to depression in model 1, and
educationdoes not moderatethe effect of time
pressureon depression.
THE MODERATINGINFLUENCEOF
Social support resources. Model 2 shows
ROLERESOURCESON THE EFFECTOF
the impact of co-worker and partner social
TIME PRESSUREON DEPRESSION
support. Partner social support directly
decreases depression but does not moderate
Humancapital resources.Table4 shows the the impact of time pressureon depression.Coresults for regressionanalysesthat evaluatethe worker social support is a moderatorof time
significance of resources as moderatorsof the pressure,and this relationshipdiffers for men
impact of time pressure on depression. All and women. The relationshipis illustratedin
variablesenteredin Table3 are included in the Table5.
Table5 shows that co-workersocial support
analysesbut are not shown for the sake of clarity of presentation.Results shown in Model 1 has no influence on women's depression,
indicate that income significantly moderates regardlessof time pressure.Thus, for women
the association between time pressure and there is no main effect of co-worker social
depression. This relationship is illustrated in support on depression, and co-worker social
Figure 2. Figure 2 indicates that depression is supportdoes not moderatethe impact of time
highest among respondentswith low income pressureon women. In contrast,there is a sig-
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TABLE 4. Moderating Resources, Time Pressure, and Depression
Model1
TimePressure
Female
Female* TimePressure
EconomicResources
Education
LowIncome
HighIncome
LowIncome* TimePressure
HighIncome* TimePressure
SocialResources
PartnerSupport
Co-Worker
Support
Female* Co-Worker
Support
TimePressure* Co-Worker
Support

b
.379
1.41
-.006
-.150
-2.25
.935
.130
-.054

Model2

l

b
.384
1.20
-.067

.417***
.130
-.199
-.058*
-.200
.086
.305*
-.132

Female * Time Pressure* Co-WorkerSupport

.423***
.137
-.214

-.166
-2.41
1.56
.124
-.074

-.064*
-.214
.144
.293*
-.183

-.904
2.11
-2.02
-.111

-.206***
.433**
-.323*
-.594***

.106

10.6
.273

Intercept
R2(Adjusted)

.441**

12.19
.313

*p < .05;**p < .01;***p < .001
Note:All variablesshownin Table3 areincludedin analysesshownhere(i.e., age,health,hoursof work,maritalstaPartner
socialsupportandco-worker
socialsupportarecentered.
tus,parent,houseworker,
volunteer).

nificant main effect of co-worker social support for men, and co-worker social support
moderates the impact of time pressure on
depression. Thus, men with low co-worker
social supportand high time pressuresare significantly more depressed than men with low
co-worker social support and low time pres-

sure and men with high co-workersocial support and high time pressure.This finding suggests that perceived co-worker social support
is a salient resourcefor reducingmen's depression both directly and indirectlyas a modifier
of the effect of time pressureon depression.

FIGURE 2. Household Income as a Moderator aDfthe Effect of Time Pressure on Depression
20 -

1816 -

--

Low Income

----

Average Income
High Income

---

14 12

I

Low

I

Average
SubjectiveTime Pressure

I

High

Note: Low is equal to one standarddeviation below mean, high is one standarddeviation above mean.
Calculationsbased on Table4, model 2.
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TABLE 5. Co-Worker Social Support, Time Pressure, and Depression
Co-WorkerSocial Support

Low Time Pressure:
Women
Men
GenderDifference

Low

High

Effect Difference

13.9
14.1
-.2

13.8
13.6
.2

.1
.5

High Time Pressure:
17.6
Women
17.6
0
Men
18.6
16.3
2.3**
GenderDifference
-1.0*
1.3*
*** < .001
*p < .05; ** p < .01;
p
Note: As in Figure2, low is equal to one standarddeviationbelow mean, high is one standarddeviationabove the mean.
Co-workersocial supportis centered.Model controlsfor age, health,hours of paid labor,income, and education.

DISCUSSION
Results indicate that the subjective experience of high time pressureis significantly and
positively associated with depression among
both men and women. However, subjective
time pressureexplainsthe higher depressionof
employed women compared with employed
men. This finding indicates that the subjective
experience of being perpetually rushed and
short of time is a significant factor explaining
why women tend to be more sub-clinically
depressed than men. Findings regarding the
relationshipbetween time pressure and number of roles occupied indicate that, while
women benefit relatively less than men from
multiple roles, women with multiple roles are
comparativelyless depressedthanwomen with
very few roles. In addition, time pressure has
no bearing on the relationship between the
total role load and depression.This means that
it is not the total role load that accounts for the
relationshipbetween time pressureand depression. Nor is it the time pressureconsequences
of total role load among women that accounts
for their higher depressionrelativeto men. An
examinationof the specific mediating effects
of time pressurefor each role indicates that it
is only some roles thatcreatetime pressureand
in turn higher depression for women.
Specifically, time pressure suppresses the
impact of being a volunteer and partially
explains the relationship between depression
and doing more than 10 hours of weekly
housework.These results suggest that subjective time pressure is an importantmediating
factor that accounts for the differentially
depressingeffects of roles on men and women.
In the case of housework,it is importantto
reiteratethat, unlike women, the men in this

sample who report doing 10 hours or more
houseworka week are not depressedas a result
of this role, nor does time pressuremediatethe
relationship between housework and depression. This finding reinforces previous literature that highlights the gendered nature of
houseworkand contributesto our understanding of why housework is problematic for
women's well-being. That is, the greater time
pressureconsequences of women's housework
is likely a result of the fact that men's and
women's houseworktime is spent in very different ways (Haas 1999). In contrast to the
houseworkmen typicallyperform(e.g., cutting
the grass, taking out the garbage), women's
houseworktasks tend to be of short duration,
have no clear startingand ending point, must
be repeateddaily, lack discretionas to when to
complete the task, and providelittle opportunity for leisure while engaging in the task
(Berheide 1984; Blair and Johnson 1992;
Larson, Richards, and Perry-Jenkins 1994).
The finding that time pressure explains the
relationship between housework and depression among women suggests that it is not just
the hours taken up by houseworkthat matters
for well-being-because men doing similar
amountsof houseworkare not depressed-but
that it is the genderednatureof the tasks that
influences the consequences of houseworkfor
subjective well-being. Men's household work
may providea sense of accomplishment,while
women's housework creates a sense of time
pressurewhich, in turn, increases depression.
A similar argumentcan be made regarding
volunteer work. Time pressure suppresses the
positive impact of the role of volunteer on
women's depression. Once subjective time
pressure is taken into account, being a volunteer is associatedwith lower depressionamong
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women-as it is among men, regardless of
time pressure.As was the case for the role of
houseworker, this finding suggests that the
experience of being a volunteer is a gendered
one. This assertion is supportedby evidence
that men and women in this sample are doing
differentkinds of volunteerwork. Women are
more likely to reportparticipationin job-related associations (F = 9.3, p <. 002), somewhat
more likely to report participation in civic,
political, and service groups (F = 5.5, p < .02),
and much more likely to participatein schoolrelatedactivities (F = 21.1, p < .000). Thereare
no differences in the number of men and
women who reportvolunteer activities related
to a hobby or special interest,but men devote
more time to this type of volunteer activity.
Men are much more likely than women to participate in sports-relatedgroups or activities (F
= 31.1, p < .000). Thus, as with housework,
time pressuremay play an importantexplanatory role in understanding the relationship
between depression and volunteerismbecause
of the different natureof the volunteer activities of men and women. The preponderanceof
school-related activities and involvement in
civic and service clubs among women involve
tasks that tend to be mundane (e.g., taking
one's turn at a child's daycare center), are an
extension of traditionalfemale roles (e.g., providing baked goods for a bake sale to raise
money for a school trip), or are tasks completed in the service of the needs of others (e.g.,
going door to door distributingNeighborhood
Watchkits). In contrast,the sports-relatedvolunteer work, hobby, and special interest
involvementthat is more likely to characterize
men's activities may be more enjoyable,exciting (e.g., coaching a soccer team), and provide
opportunities to experience activities that
"flow," Csikszentmihalyi's (1997) term for
activities where the challenge and interestone
feels regardingan activity matches one's skill
level.
Two additional gender differences were
observed. First, among divorced men-who,
like women, are significantly more depressed
than their married counterparts-subjective
time pressureexplains a significant proportion
of their higher depression. That is, taking
account of time pressure narrows the gap
between married and divorced men by about
25 percent,althoughdivorcedmen remainsignificantly more depressed than married and
never marriedmen. This finding is only sug-
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gestive, but it does raise the question of
whetherthe adjustmentfaced by divorcedmen
in managing their various role responsibilities-thereby creating greater subjective time
pressure-is at least a partialcause of divorced
men's higher depression. Second, while high
partnersocial supportis associated with lower
depression among both women and among
men, high co-workersocial supportis significantly related to low depression only among
men. Co-workersocial supportalso moderates
the impact of time pressure on men's depression. Thus, a positive working environment
may be a social resource of particularrelevance for men's managementof time pressure
and, in turn, for reducingtheir depression.The
finding thatpositive workingenvironmentsare
not of particular benefit to women, either
directly or as a moderator of time pressure,
suggests supportingevidence for the argument
that the social networksassociated with men's
and women's paid labor offer very different
opportunities for managing work and family
demands (Roxburgh 1999), with women substantiallydisadvantagedin this regard.
Although it has long been noted that the
well-off seem more likely to experience a
scarcity of time than the less-affluent (Linder
1970; Robinson and Godbey 1997), the relationship between income, time pressure, and
well-being has not been examined.The results
reportedhere indicate that income moderates
the association between depression and time
pressure.There are at least two inteipretations
of this finding. The first potential explanation
is that high subjective time pressure is less
depressing because of the tangible resources
available to middle and upper class respondents. Although there is presumablyan array
of resources that may be important,a number
of likely candidates would be paid help with
housework,good childcare arrangements,and
a flexible job, all of which are more likely
among higher income respondents. However,
in additional analyses not presented here, I
find no evidence that home help, satisfaction
with daycare arrangements, or job control
reduced the significance of the moderating
impact of income on the association between
depression and high time pressures.A second
potential explanation concerns the social
meaning of being time pressured.If busyness
is a highly valued social norm, as Hochschild
(1989) has suggested, this is nowhere more
likely to be true than among the middle and
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upper classes. Perhaps busyness and the
accompanying sensation of "rushing around"
conveys a sense that one is fulfilling important
social functions, which gives time pressure a
social meaning that differs markedlyfrom the
time pressureconsequencesof those less materially well-off. These two explanationsare not
mutually exclusive, particularly since upper
and working class norms and values may be
social ideals for all actors, with relativepoverty limiting the capacityto access resourcesfor
managingthe social demandsembodied in the
experience of high time pressures.
A number of limitations of the analysis
should be noted. With respect to generalizability, the sample is restricted to the northeast
Ohio region and is primarilyurbanand suburban in nature. There may be considerable
regional differences in the cultural context of
time pressures and the normative speed at
which people are expected to pace their lives
(Levine 1997). This might suggest thatthere is
geographic and, in turn, cultural variation in
the relationship between time pressure and
depression. This possibility requires further
investigation. Another limitation regarding
generalizabilityconcernsthe fact thatthe sample is homogenouswith respectto employment
since all respondents are employed at least
thirty hours a week. The absence of longitudinal datapreventsthe possibility of establishing
the causal ordering of time pressure and
depression.This means that selection effectssuch as the greater likelihood that individuals
in good mental health are employedmore than
thirty hours a week, are more likely to volunteer than those in poor mental health, and the
additionalpossibility thatselection effects may
be differentially significant for men and
women-cannot be eliminated as plausible
alternativeexplanations.In spite of these limitations, the finding of a strong association
betweenwhat is clearlya common social experience-subjective time pressure-and depression provides empirical evidence of a connection that has long been assumed to exist, particularlyin the popularpress. Furthermore,the
model developed here to describethe relationship between roles, time pressure, role
resources, and depression explains a substantial amount of variance in depression-the
final model explains 31 percentof variationin
depression among this sample of employed

men and women-with time pressure contributing about a third of the explained variance in depression.
Takingroles into account,time pressurehas
a similar magnitude of association with
depressionamong employedmen and women,
and time pressure explains the significantly
higher depression of the employed women in
this sample. I have suggested that this may be
a function of the fact that men and women do
very different kinds of activities in many of
their roles. We know that time perceptions
shape how experiences are perceived, and
these results show thattime pressureare linked
to depression. It follows that a dimension of
the genderednatureof many roles is how they
are experiencedin time. In additionto suggesting that time pressure may have considerable
significance in the effort to understandgender
differences in roles and depression, the findings reported here contribute to our understanding of the natureof social stressors.The
relationshipbetween roles, time pressure,and
depressionsuggests that the subjectiveexperience of time pressure can be thought of as a
potentially important mechanism by which
lived experience is transformedinto depression. Fundamentally,an awarenessof time and,
in particular,an awareness of a shortage of
time is antitheticalto the experience and flow
of time experienced in the pursuit of deeply
satisfying activities (Csikszentmihalyi 1997).
The results reported here suggest that an
importantphenomenologicalcomponentof the
relationshipbetween social statusand health is
the daily lived experienceof the pace and flow
of activities. While the social and cultural
milieu of North American social life dictates
that time pressureis a pervasive social experience, particularly among the affluent,
resources differentially distributedby gender
and economic inequalityprovideopportunities
to controlthe pace and timing of activities and
to manage time pressure.Thus, the capacityto
manage this subjective experience in a way
that avoids compromisingwell-being-at least
well-being measured as depression-while at
the same time realizing the social ideal of
"busyness,"may be anotherbenefit associated
with strategically advantageous social locations.
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APPENDIX.TimePressureScale
The resulting test statistic is distributed
t(1,nl +n2-2).
TimePressure:In the lasttwelvemonthshowoften
haveyou felt... (1-4, "stronglyagree"to "strong- 5. A dummy coded variable distinguishing
ly disagree")
parentswith one or more childrenunderthe
1. Youneverseemto haveenoughtimeto geteveryage of six at home was also included in an
thingdone.
analysis but, it is not shown. This did not
2. Youfeel pressedfortime.
change the results reportedhere for either
3. Youareoftenin a hurry.
men or women.
4. Youfeel rushedto do thethingsthatyou haveto 6. In
other analyses not shown here, I tested
do.
in the depression of men and
differences
5. Youhaveenoughtimeforyourself.
women
thirty and fifty hours a
working
6. Youfeel thattoo muchis expectedof you.
week with women and men working more
7. Youworryabouthowyou areusingyourtime.
than fifty hours a week and found no sig8. Youarealwaysrunningoutof time.
nificant differences in the effect on depres9. Therejust don'tseemto be enoughhoursin the
sion.
day.
NOTES
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